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PI Poland to Hannover Fair 2017

by Carl Henning - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/pi-poland-to-hannover-fair-2017/

Poland is honored to be a partner country on the Hannover Fair this year. Significant growth of the Polish
economy in recent years has resulted in an increased number of foreign investments. There is a very big
interest in Poland. European countries form the backbone of economic cooperation with Poland but there

is also strong influence from the US and Asian countries.

Since entering the European Union, there has been significant economic growth and a constant flow of
new technologies into our country. PI Poland is actively promoting the world’s newest technologies.
Being part of the international PI community, we have access to technology of industrial networks:
Profibus, Profinet, and IO-Link. Our Polish organization contributes to the promotion of these
technologies in Polish industry. Practically every branch of industry is benefiting from the use of
industrial networks, and the vast majority of those networks are Profibus and Profinet.
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The automotive industry is the most dynamically developing sector in Poland. This branch of industry is
one of the most automated and well-developed in our country. Most car manufacturers have chosen
Profibus and Profinet as the standard for network communication in their factories. Also, most car
component manufacturers, as well as machine producers, have decided to use Profibus and Profinet as the
standard in their solutions. In recent times, there has been a noticeable development and many new
applications based on IO-Link technology.

PI Poland actively promotes industrial network technologies through a series of themed and professional
conferences, organized together with PI Poland members and PI Competence Centers.

Lately we have noticed an increased number of companies joining PI Poland. It provides them access to
the world’s recent technologies and good market position for their new and existing systems. We actively
cooperate with universities and scientific institutes, which also, without a doubt, contributes to the
development of industrial network knowledge among engineers and  technical staff.

PI Poland takes multiple actions in many fields. On the one hand, we are doing our best to ensure access
to the knowledge of recent network technologies; on the other hand, we need to take care of all industrial
users. Together with our PI Training Center (PITC), we do this through training on the implementation of
industrial networks, use, and maintenance. Furthermore, we translate crucial documentation and system
descriptions into Polish. We co-organize marketing and technical conferences and symposiums. We are
also engaged in professional conferences; e.g., in the automotive industry, food & beverage, oil & gas,
etc. Naturally, we actively

PI Poland Meeting Point Sign at Hannover Fair

cooperate with the international PI organization, which ensures us access to recent technology, we
actively take part in international conferences.

This year, we will take part in Hannover Fair. As I have mentioned, Poland is the partner country of the
fair and PI Poland is a partner of the world’s PI organization. It is a great chance to promote our
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accomplishments in our country and to meet our partners and clients. Furthermore, it is a great marketing
possibility for our organization in the country and worldwide. We are doing our best to use this
opportunity and that is why we are honored to invite everyone to Hannover Fair, to see our current
achievements, the success of our partners, and in particular of the PI organization.

Dariusz Germanek
Chairman of PI Poland

_______________________________________________
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PI North America is Hiring!

by Michael Bowne - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/pi-north-america-is-hiring/

PI North America is currently hiring for its Technical Marketing Director position. We are looking for
someone with a blend of marketing capabilities combined with technical aptitude. The ideal candidate
will also have excellent oral and written communication skills.

Requirements

Technical smarts
Marketing savvy
Exceptional communication skills
Industrial automation experience
PROFIBUS + PROFINET familiarity

Responsibilities

Directly train other engineers on our technologies
Produce educational collateral for various media
Explore and manage promotional vehicles to broadcast such collateral
Interface with existing/potential member companies
Find creative ways to promote our technologies

For more details and to apply visit http://us.profinet.com/careers/

_______________________________________________
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Hannover Fair Preview

by Carl Henning - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/hannover-fair-preview/

With the comprehensive theme "PROFINET - The Backbone of Industrie 4.0" PI will present its stand at
the Hannover Messe, April 24 to 28, 2017. The PI Community and nearly 80 co-exhibitors present
themselves in the Industrial Automation Hall 9, Stand 68, as in the previous year. The PI stand is located
directly on the "Automation & IT Tour" tour, just follow the red carpet. The PI-booth is the central point
of contact for questions concerning the technologies PROFINET, PROFIBUS, and IO-Link as well as
PROFIsafe, PROFIenergy, and PROFIdrive. In addition, the latest developments and products on these
topics will be presented. The IODDfinder, the new central, cross-manufacturer Database for IO-Link
device (IODD) device descriptions will also be shown.

Further elements of the PI booth are the Process Automation Live Demo and the PROFIsafe Live Demo,
in which the simple implementation of PI technologies are demonstrated in practice. The focus of the
factory Automaton Wall is always on the variety of devices from the PI community.

Visit the PI joint booth and learn more! PI offers you free tickets for Hannover Fair. Please register
online: http://www.hannovermesse.de/ticketregistration?Rtbzsgpqcw5v6z Each eTicket is valid for the
entire duration of HANNOVER MESSE 2017.
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PI Conference: Shaping the Future

by Carl Henning - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/pi-conference-shaping-the-future/

PI Conference addresses the tension between Established Technology
 and Networks of the Future

The fifth PI Conference on March 22 and 23, 2017 was a great success. In the Commerzbank Arena in
Frankfurt am Main, about 300 participants got information about trends and innovations related to the
technologies of PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI).

The numerous presentations, workshops, and industry talks centered on the role of PI technologies in
Industry 4.0 applications. “Two years ago, more components with PROFIBUS were still being put on the
market. That has undergone a fundamental change: today significantly more devices are sold with
PROFINET. That means that Ethernet has arrived broadly in industry,” emphasized Karsten Schneider,
PI Chairman, in his opening address.

Schneider explained that Industry 4.0 is not a guaranteed success; instead, a great deal of detailed work is
necessary, for example coordination with international standards, compatibility concepts, and security
requirements. “We don’t start with the technology; we see what users need. From these use cases we
develop concepts that are secure, reliable, and made to last.” Incidentally, this also applies to all sectors
and all PI technologies, he says.

Standardization of a physical layer for Ethernet-in-the-field communication in process automation is
being promoted in this context together with users, researchers, and authorities. The PA Profile 4.0, which
will be completed by the end of 2017, is the preparatory work for this. “Our greatest asset is that many
companies cooperate in the PI community and want to actively shape the future,” says Schneider. Thus
the solutions developed are sustained by a global community.

Furthermore, numerous practical examples were presented at the PI Conference, such as asset
management functions in PROFINET that simplify commissioning and maintenance in the automotive
industry, how to optimize rapeseed oil production with PROFIBUS PA, and how IO Link accelerates the
gripping technology in robots many times over.

New insights from Silicon Valley were provided by keynote speaker Thomas Schulz, a Spiegel
correspondent and author of the bestseller Was Google wirklich will (What Google Really Wants). He
provided very convincing information about the technological development approach there and the secret
of their success. “First of all, the employees go to the office every day with the mission of promoting
global progress with their technology. Secondly, their stated goal is not just to improve a product by 10
percent, but rather to make it 10 times better.” This often entails the necessity of completely rethinking
and re-designing established processes.

Not only this presentation, but all the accompanying exhibition by the attending partners, provided
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enough material for intensive networking and an exchange of ideas about the technological development,
application, and future of the PI technologies.

_______________________________________________
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PI Poland Profile

by Carl Henning - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/pi-poland-profile/

PI Poland was founded in 2004 with its headquarters in Gliwice. The founders were universities and
companies interested in the development and implementation of new industrial networking technology. In
2017 we celebrate the 13th anniversary of the organization, which has been active supporting the
development of industrial networks Profibus, Profinet, and IO-Link in Poland.
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PI Poland Headquarters Map

Board of PI Poland

The organization is directed by the board, consisting of the chairman Dariusz Germanek, vice chairman
Piotr Ostrowski and treasurer Leszek Remiorz.

Members of PI Poland

We see a steady increase in interest in our technologies and an annual increase in association
membership. The organization's members include universities and technical institutes, which actively
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share their latest knowledge to all interested. There are lectures and symposia at universities. Students
have access to well-equipped laboratories, where the dominant role is played by industrial networks, and
in particular Profibus, Profinet, and IO-Link. Furthermore, a large group of companies around the world
invest a lot of resources to promote their products in Poland, and in particular solutions based on
industrial networks. Polish companies also care about the implementations of the latest technologies into
their products.

A large group of the certified companies provides local technical support, training, and competence
centers. We were able to establish two PI Competence Centers (PICCs) and one accredited PI Training
Center (PITC).

Activities with PI International

With the support of international PI organizations and combined efforts there has been a significant
development of the organization in Poland. In 2009, PI Poland organized an international conference with
PI International in Krakow. The number of participants was impressive and included more than 100
people from around the world. The conference was a success and contributed to greater interest in the
organization in Poland.

Activities of PI Poland

Conferences and Symposia

The scope of activities of the organization is part of the thematic conferences relating to industrial
networks. New network technologies have been increasingly popular with companies, which implement
new solutions on their own devices and systems plus network users. In cooperation with PICCs and
PITCs we have successfully organized a uniquely themed conference each year.
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Documentation and Materials

One of the main goals of the organization is to provide permanent access to knowledge in the field of
industrial networks. We translate the most important PI system descriptions and manuals into Polish.

Articles

In cooperation with universities and technical universities we create interesting articles describing the
latest solutions in the field of industrial networking.

We also organize several technical workshops where participants learn the latest technology,
modifications and possible implementation of the network. We work closely with a large group of
member companies.

 Training Events

We appreciate the cooperation of our PITC for certified training on the PI networks. Interest in training is
high, because the quality is high.

Websites

We naturally have our own website, available in Polish language www.profibus.org.pl

Administrator of the website is Konrad Jastrzab, who has overseen the constant access to information and
technical expertise.
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Industrial Networks in Poland

The positions of Profibus, Profinet, and IO-Link in the Polish market are very good. After all these years
we have achieved a leading role in the industry and industrial networks.

_______________________________________________
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Application Story: Redundant Communication in Mines

by Michael Bowne - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/application-story-redundant-communication-in-mines/

The MDJ-100 is a fully redundant PROFIBUS-based system enabling communication in more than 50
shaft mines across eastern Europe. The network incorporates intrinsic safety (PROFIBUS PA) to cope
with the explosive environment below ground, and functional safety (PROFIsafe) to ensure worker safety
at all times.

The Intrinsically Safe MDJ-100 for Signalization and Communication in
Mine Shafts

It's compliance to Intrinsic Safety Code I M1 (Ex ia I)
enables the equipment to operate in a methane-rich environment. Methane is highly flammable, requiring
such measures. A hybrid opto-electrical redundant PROFIBUS network based on fiber optic cabling and
conventional RS-485 cabling is employed. Sensors, switches, push buttons, and indicator lights are all
connected and monitored centrally above ground in the control room.

Read the full Application Story here

_______________________________________________
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IO-Link Controls Pipeline Heating [Application Story]

by Michael Bowne - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/io-link-controls-pipeline-heating-application-story/

Pipelines transporting various liquids in open space must often be protected against freezing by using
electrical heating wires. Effectiveness and reliability are vital. ATER Logic from Olsztyn, Poland is
modernizing heating pipelines systems, allowing full control and process monitoring through the use of
IO-Link.

Background

At a food processing factory in Germany, liquid ingredients are transported between buildings separated
by a large distance. The pipelines are protected from freezing through electrical heating wires, wrapped
around pipes, and insulated. The existing system had been working autonomously and without failure for
a while. However, recent damage to the heating circuit caused the pipeline to freeze. The result was a halt
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in production at a severe financial cost.

How Heating Wires Operate

Electrical current flows through residual heating wires. Changing the heat is determined through wire
resistance, which depends on temperature. When the temperature is dropped, so does the wire resistance.
To compensate, the electrical current is increased to generate the necessary heating energy. Therefore to
protect against freezing, the only thing that's required is to pick a suitable type of heating wire, and lay it
properly. It is also necessary to monitor both the heating process and any alarm faults in the current flow.

Automation System Requirements

It became obvious at the processing plant that a simple system of pipeline warming with heating wires
might be effective, but ideally should be equipped with a control system, diagnostics, and alarms. Plus,
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the new solution should integrate with the factory's existing SCADA system for visualization. The final
demand from the factory was to reduce cabling to a minimum and the new command system be centrally
located in the plant.

ATER Logic's Solution

The solution proposed by ATER Logic was based on an
integrated Siemens solution, but modified to meet the factory technicians' demands. It offered more
possibilities of enhanced diagnostics, including the ability to determine leaks in the pipeline, complex
control of energy use, and maximized efficiency of the heating wires. Moreover, according to the project
specifications the new system communicates, generates alarms, and reports through the SCADA system
operating in the factory. Cabling reduction, and complex diagnostics were provided by current monitors
with IO–Link communication (one, for every heating circuit), and contactors with IO–Link modules. All
electrical devices were placed in a new control cabinet, designed and implemented by ATER Logic.

Project Execution

The new cabinet for heating wires control has been equipped with:

PLC control
IO-Link communication modules
Current monitors communicating via IO-Link
IO-Link-enabled contactors
HMI visualization

Because of the IO-Link communication, the controller now has the capability to:

Read the electrical current in the power supply of every contactor -allowing the determination if a
residual current device is switched on
Read diagnostics if the contactor is operating properly
Turn the contactors on/off via PLC logic
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Read the current value of the heating circuit

Additionally, an energy monitor has been placed in-line with the power supply main. It is now possible to
exactly measure the seasonal cost to keep the pipeline warm. This monitor is connected via OPC UA to
the factory's SCADA system.

Looking Ahead

The system prepared by ATER Logic is ready for further expansion and integration with the factory
central control system. In the winter a thorough current monitoring of the heating wires was conducted.
An analysis of the results will determine the nominal values for specific circuits, assist in setting alarm
thresholds, and detect any damages to the pipeline insulation, or leaks.

_______________________________________________
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PROFINET I/O Modules for Print Shop Bender

by Carl Henning - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/profinet-io-modules-for-print-shop-bender/

Beil uses the TBEN-S compact Profinet I/O modules directly on 40 millimeter aluminum profiles in a
punch bender for print shops

Machines in the printing industry have many interfaces to the office world. Plate setters, punch benders,
and the actual printing machine must be networked together and connected to the system of the print
shop. Barcode scanners and monitors also have to be connected. Ethernet solutions simplify this through
the use of the common TCP/IP platform. Beil Registersysteme GmbH therefore also uses Ethernet
solutions in its machines for the printing industry. To connect sensors and actuators, Turck's ultra
compact TBEN-S I/O modules are used in a Belgian print shop. The wiring in the machine as well as the
integration in the controller environment couldn't be simpler.

The journey from the first print with movable letters to offset printing was a long one. If you look at the
art of book printing in Europe, you will more than likely come across the name of Christoph Plantin. In
his print shop in Antwerp, the Belgian brought book printing into its heyday in the 16th century. Even
today, the historic building of the print shop still houses a book printing museum, which impressively
showcases Plantin’s work.

The offset printing process widely used today has little in common with Plantin’s print shop. Offset
printing is neither a high speed process, such as linoleum printing, nor an intaglio printing process, as is
the case with copperplate printing. In offset printing, the printing plates are set with a photosensitive layer
in the so-called computer-to-plate (CTP) process. The exposed parts of the printing plate are oil absorbent
and water repellent. The unexposed areas are oil repellent and water absorbent. After the oil-based ink is
applied to the plates, the areas that are not to be printed are washed off with a water roller. What remains
on the printing plate is a negative of the print image.

The CMYK process is normally used for four-color printing: Cyan, magenta, yellow and black (key). A
printing plate is exposed for each of these colors. However, between exposure and entry into the printing
machine, the plates often have to be trimmed in order to be fitted precisely to the print rollers. Depending
on the requirements and the process, parts of the plates may also have to be cut off.

Registration marks are punched into the plates so that they can be aligned exactly and fixed on the rollers
in the printing machine, with some plate setters directly punching these marks themselves. If necessary,
the plates may have to be rotated in order to obtain the correct position for the printing process. A stacker
finally stacks the printing plates on carts, which are then taken to the printing machine.

The punch benders, as well as the turning unit and stacker for this section of the printing process,
frequently come from Beil Registersysteme GmbH, based in Abensberg, Bavaria. The company is one of
the few full-range suppliers worldwide for punching and bending printing plates in all segments of the
printing industry.
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Ethernet simplifies data transfer

Beil produced a punch bender together with a rotating table and stacker for a Belgian print shop near
Antwerp. The interfaces to the system of the print shop and the printing machine were integrated
accordingly. The system assigns the individual printing plates to the print jobs at hand and ensures that all
the plates are present at the printing machine in the correct order and at the right time.

The data transfer between the different machines involved in the printing process is now implemented
with Industrial Ethernet and is considerably easier and more economical to set up than with conventional
fieldbuses. “Machine communication with Ethernet has a major advantage over fieldbuses like Profibus,
particularly when I want to connect a monitor to visualize data or connect a printer. That would have
required more effort and would have been more expensive,” explained Michael Denk, electrical designer
at Beil. “Ethernet brings the office world and the industrial world together.”

After bending, the printing plates are identified by their data matrix code and transported to the Beil
stacker. In the Belgian plant, the plates are already punched in the CTP machine. The stacker is equipped
with vacuum grippers in order to set up the plates carefully. After receiving 100 to 120 plates a cart is
filled, and this is indicated to the operator by a light and acoustic signal. The cart can be released via a
signal actuator. A control slip is printed at the same time in order to identify the plates stored on the cart.

To anchor the carts on the stacker, electromagnets are fitted which can be locked or released via the
pushbutton actuator. An inductive sensor detects whether a cart is positioned correctly. If an emptied cart
is positioned in front of the sensor, the light button flashes and the cart can be locked again for renewed
filling.

Two carts are positioned opposite the stacker to form a module, and the print shop in Belgium has a total
of five modules. Two electromagnets (actuators), two light buttons (sensor and actuator), and two
inductive sensors are fitted on each module. Overall, there are roughly 40 input and 40 output signals,
which run from the stacker to the controller on the turntable.

Reduced wiring effort

“Previously, we routed all the signals directly to control cabinets,” said Denk. “With some systems this
required cable lengths of between 10 to 15 meters for each of the 40 cables required. We then had to
provide a terminal strip and required another module on the existing I/O to read in the information. We
wanted to save all this effort and replace it with a decentralized solution.”

Instead of the conventional point-to-point wiring, Beil used Turck’s TBEN-S-I/O modules with IP67
protection. The Profinet modules collect the signals directly on the stacker and bring them to the box PC
controller in the control cabinet. The TBEN-S modules are connected up in a linear topology. “We are
only using one Ethernet cable and a power supply to the control cabinet. This reduces the mounting time
at the customer’s site, as we just have to connect up the modules with two plugs and connect the entire
run in the control cabinet.”

Ethernet address and web server on board 
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The TBEN-S modules have a very compact design and, thanks to their width of only 32 millimeters,
could be mounted directly on the 40 mm profiles of the module carts. An even more noteworthy feature
of the compact design is that the modules do not require a sub-bus with an additional Profinet coupler.
Each module is an autonomous Profinet station with its own Ethernet address. A web server and two
Ethernet ports for linear topology are also on board. Each TBEN-S also “speaks” Profinet, EtherNet/IP,
and Modbus TCP. As multiprotocol devices, the modules are set automatically to the Ethernet protocol
used on the bus. In this case, this function was not important, but they may be of interest for machinery
designed for export.

As each stacker module requires four inputs (one pushbutton actuator and one sensor per cart) and two
outputs (one magnet each and the button light per cart), the signal distribution of the TBEN-S with four
DI and four DO fit perfectly. The signals for the limit switches on the vacuum grippers are directly
connected to the I/Os of the valve block.

Easy configuration in the TIA Portal

The TIA Portal combines some of the formerly separate engineering and visualization tools for electrical
design in a single software platform. The GSDML file of the TBEN-S modules can be read directly in the
TIA Portal. The configuration of the modules couldn’t be simpler through the use of drop-down fields
and drag and drop technology. Each module has a separate Ethernet address and can thus be easily
maintained later.

Remote maintenance and diagnostics via Ethernet

Remote diagnostics are often sufficient in this case. “I don’t have to travel to the customer. I can access
the machine remotely via VPN and see directly where the fault is,” Denk explained. “This also enables us
to help our customers during the startup phase. Another useful feature is that it’s possible to diagnose the
module in its entirety as well as each individual channel of the TBEN-S.

Author: Achim Weber is a sales specialist at Turck
User: www.beil-group.com

_______________________________________________
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Upcoming Training and Events

by Michael Bowne - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/upcoming-training-and-events/

Italy

PROFIBUS and PROFINET Day is back! This year the stopovers of the roadshow will be:

Cavenago, near Monza (5th April)
Pordenone (14th June)
Rimini (15th November)

The first event will take place at the Devero Hotel in
Cavenago, near Monza, a well-known location for business events. PI Italia invites engineers, installers
and system integrators to discover the latest innovations "in the field." Attendees will be able to meet
experts, and learn how to tackle issues such as operational excellence, energy efficiency and security.
This year the theme of the events will be "networking for the digital factory."

The first half of the day will be a congress session with all the news about the market and the future
developments of technologies The second half of the day will involve three different workshops:

1. Safety & security
2. Diagnostics & troubleshooting
3. Implementing PROFINET

Registration and Details

USA

One-Day PROFINET Training Classes are scheduled across the United States with one stop in Canada
this year. More dates are set to be finalized over the coming weeks.

CITY 2017 DATE (CALENDAR WEEK)
Denver, CO Apr 19
St. Louis, MO May 4
Chicago, IL May 18
Raleigh, NC Jun 1
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CITY 2017 DATE (CALENDAR WEEK)
Minneapolis, MN Jun 15
Toronto, ON Jul 13
NY / NJ Aug 29
Grand Rapids, MI Wk 37
Silicon Valley, CA Oct 5
Houston / Greenville / TBD Wk 42
Houston / Greenville / TBD Wk 44
Dallas, TX Wk 46

_______________________________________________
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New Products - March 2017

by Michael Bowne - Thursday, March 30, 2017

http://profinews.com/2017/03/new-products-march-2017-2/

Click on a headline or product picture to learn more

Safety over IO-Link

Balluff Inc. is pleased to announce the industry's first and unique functional safety solution that combines

PROFIsafe with 
IO-Link. The Balluff safety I/O hub utilizes a black

channel tunneling principle to communicate with a PROFIsafe controller via a Balluff PROFINET IO-
Link master. When used in conjunction with a PROFIsafe controller, the PROFIsafe IO-Link safety I/O
hub can achieve Safety Integrity Level (SIL) CL 3 according to EN/IEC 62061 or Safety Performance
Level (PL) e according to ISO 13849-1.

Banner Adds PROFINET to Safety Controllers

Banner Engineering announces the addition of PROFINET communication to their popular SC26-2 and

XS26-2 safety controllers. The SC26-2 is a 
versatile, easy-to-use, and

configurable safety controller used to monitor multiple safety and non-safety input devices, providing
safe stop and start functions for machines with hazardous motion. The XS26-2 is a scalable version of the
SC26-2 capable of supporting up to eight expansion I/O modules. The addition of the PROFINET
industrial protocol to these safety controllers enables simple and robust communication channels to any
connected devices that use the PROFINET standard, including devices from other manufacturers.
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Leuze electronic presents measuring light curtain with Profinet

With the new model of the CML 700i PROFINET measuring light curtain in IP65 housing, Leuze
electronic continues the development of this series in the direction of flexible communication. A model
with built-in Profinet interface is now available. The control unit, is integrated in the receiver unit,
eliminating the need for additional devices and software. Configuration is carried out directly via the
large display, using Leuze Sensor Studio or directly via the GSDML file in the control, which saves all of
the settings and makes it possible for devices to be replaced without having to re-configure.

 

Switches for Automation under Harsh Ambient Conditions

Phoenix Contact is extending its range of Managed Switches for automation tasks with new versions
2200 and 2300 in the FL Switch 2000 product range.

They are suitable for the flexible construction of robust and failsafe networks 

in systems manufacturing, in the infrastructure and process industry,
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as well as in maritime applications.

The switches can be used in Ex Zone 2 according to ATEX and IECEx and have shipbuilding approvals
GL/DNV, ABS, LR, BV, and RINA. An extended temperature range of -40°C to + 70°C and redundant
power supply also enable use under harsh ambient conditions. For a high data throughput, Gigabit variant
2300 is available.

Just like the FL Switch 2000 product range, the new versions offer functions for easy and flexible startup.
The switches have the necessary management functions for PROFINET and EtherNet/IP applications.

Renesas Updates its TPS-1 Solution to for PROFINET IRT

Renesas Electronics Europe announced a new evaluation board for the Renesas TPS-1 PROFINET IRT

Device Chip as well as a new host driver 
based on the Renesas Synergy

Platform. The new evaluation board enables a low cost entry for evaluation of the TPS-1 PROFINET IRT
Device Chip. With the expansion of host driver line-up, Renesas provides users with wider choice of
ready-to-use host processors and more flexibility to implement the Renesas microcontroller (MCU) in a
way that exactly fits the requirements of their application.

More Digitization Down to the Field Level with
PROFINET

With Version 9 of its Simatic PCS 7 process control system, Siemens is opening up scope for new
perspectives to plant operators in the process industries and creating an additional building block en route
for the Digital Enterprise. Version 9 of the Simatic PCS 7 process control system supports the world
leading Industrial Ethernet standard PROFINET with two new distributed I/O lines for greater
digitization right down to the field level, as well as extensive new software functionality.
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New Servo Drive System for Machine Builders

With its Sinamics S210 converter designed specifically for use with the newly developed Simotics
S-1FK2 motors, Siemens is offering a new servo drive system in five power classes ranging from 50 to
750 watts. The converters come with integrated safety functions and enable rapid engineering. They are
connected to the higher-level controller over PROFINET and allow simple commissioning using a web
server and one-button tuning.

WAGO PFC200 Controller Family Adds PROFIBUS-DP Master Interface

Adding the new PROFIBUS controller with DP Master interface gives WAGO’s PFC200 Controller

family additional capabilities. This compact 
controller readily collects and

processes data in industrial environments via a PROFIBUS network with various subscribers. It then
provides high-speed communication with sensors and actuators in various machines and systems. In
addition to a standard controller, an extended-temperature variation of WAGO’s PFC200 with
PROFIBUS Master interface also joins the range.

_______________________________________________
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